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How can we help users  

to balance the benefits and risks of information 
disclosure  

in a user-friendly manner,  

so that they can make good privacy decisions?



Outline

Show that existing solutions to make privacy 
technologies more usable do not work 

Argue that we must either design for elaboration… 

…and/or design personalized privacy decision 
support



Usable Privacy Technologies 
A tale of transparency and control



What are privacy technologies?

VPN 
PGP  Tor 

2FA 
HTTPS

social 
networks

cookie 
notices

privacy 
policies

smartphone 
permissions

personalized 
ads

IoT 
systems

Seasons (2022) “Privacy-Enhancing Technologies”



Making privacy usable?

Early work: Why are privacy 
technologies not usable? 

Whitten & Tygar (1996) “Why Johnny 
Can't Encrypt — A Usability Evaluation 
of PGP 5.0” 

A slew of “Johnny papers” followed



Making privacy usable?

Nowadays: several conferences / tracks that cover 
usable privacy 

Symposium On Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 

Privacy Enhancing Technologies Symposium (PETS) 

Privacy track at the ACM conference on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems (CHI) and the ACM conference on 
Computer-Supported Collaborative Work and Social Computing 
(CSCW)



Ex 1: privacy nutrition labels

Early academic work: 
Kelly et al. (2009) “A “Nutrition Label” 
for Privacy” 

Implementation in iOS and 
Android in 2020 rather 
disappointing: 

Cranor (2022) “Mobile-App Privacy 
Nutrition Labels Missing Key Ingredients 
for Success”



Ex. 2: privacy policy comics

Knijnenburg and Cherry (2016) “Comics as a Medium for Privacy Notices”





Privacy screensavers

Wed, Nov 7

11:05

Unlock

180
Facebook

64
Skype

21
Google

5
Contact

70
Dropbox

100
Instagram

12

9 3

6

12

9 3

6

256
TOTAL

Wilkinson et al. (2020) “Privacy at a Glance”



Ex 4: social circles
Most social networks allow you to 
define “circles” and share selectively 

Most people don’t do this 
Strater & Lipford (2008) “Strategies and 
struggles with privacy in an online social 
networking community”  

Watson et al. (2012) “+Your circles: sharing 
behavior on Google+” 

Doesn’t reduce threat of oversharing 
Knijnenburg & Kobsa (2014) “Increasing 
Sharing Tendency Without Reducing 
Satisfaction”



From the U.S. Privacy directive
Transparency (consent) 

“companies should provide 
clear descriptions of [...] why 
they need the data, how they 
will use it” 

Control (empowerment) 

“companies should offer 
consumers clear and simple 
choices [...] about personal 
data collection, use, and 
disclosure”



Death to the Privacy Calculus? 
Why transparency and control  

don’t actually work



Transparency and control

Privacy Calculus: People weigh the risks and 
benefits of disclosure 

Prerequisites of privacy calculus are: 
— being able to control the decision; 

— having adequate information about the decision. 

Transparency and control empower users to 
regulate their privacy at the desired level.



Quiz #1
After what length of time is the privacy policy no longer taken 

into account?

15 seconds!

A

B

A

B



Quiz #2
Which version leads to more submitted forms? 

With TRUSTe logo to without logo?

-12.8%



 

 Please send me Vortrex Newsletters and information. 

 
Please do not send me Vortrex Newsletters and 
information. 

 Please send me Vortrex Newsletters and information. 

 
Please do not send me Vortrex Newsletters and 
information. 

Figure 4: Subjects were assigned one of the following conditions 
in the registration page. 

3.1. Data Analysis and Results 
The mean levels of participations in each experimental condition are 
reported in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Mean participation levels as a function of frames and 
defaults 

 Choice-Frame Rejection-frame 

Default-checked 0.526 
(N=14) 

0.000 
(N=19) 

Default-
unchecked 

0.250 
(N=16) 

0.368 
(N=19) 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant main 
effect of choice framing on the level of consumer participation 
(F=3.662, p=0.060). There was also a significant interaction effect 
between checked/unchecked-default and the question frame of 
choice or rejection (F=9.148, p=0.004). These are consistent with 
Hypotheses 1a and 1b.  

Pair-wise comparisons were conducted among the four conditions 
(1) choice-frame, checked-default (2) choice-frame, unchecked-
default (3) rejection-frame, checked-default and (4) rejection-frame, 
unchecked-default. Within the choice-frame context, the disparity 
between the two checked-default/unchecked-default conditions was 
0.276 and marginally significant (t=-1.702, p<0.10). On average, 
the checked-default treatment in the choice-frame context elicited 
about 27.6% more participation relative to the unchecked-default 
treatment. Within the rejection-frame context, the difference 
between the two default stipulations was slightly larger at 0.368 and 
statistically significant (t=3.240, p<0.01. The unchecked-default 
treatment educed about 36.8% higher level of consumer 
participation as compared with the checked-default treatment within 
the rejection-frame context. These results are consistent with 
Hypotheses 1a and 1b. 

We further evaluate the conditions adhering to opt-in: (2) choice-
frame, unchecked-default and (3) rejection-frame, checked-default. 
The difference was 0.250 and statistically significant (t=2.236, 
p<0.05). Also, an evaluation of conditions (1) choice-frame, 
checked-default and (4) rejection-frame, unchecked-default (both 
adhering to opt-out) yielded a difference of 0.158 which was not 
statistically significant (t=-0.965, p=0.341).  Hence, Hypothesis 2a 
was supported, but Hypothesis 2b was not. 

Finally, we compared the aggregate of the two mechanisms under 
opt-in and that of the two mechanisms under opt-out. The difference 
between opt-in and opt-out was statistically significant (t=3.041, 
p<0.01). On average, opt-out garnered about 31.4% more 
participation relative to opt-in. Therefore, Hypothesis 3 was 
supported.  

 

 

4. THE MODERATING EFFECT OF 
PRIVACY CONCERN 

In the age of escalating information exchange, privacy concern is an 
inherent candidate to investigate the malleability of the framing and 
default status effects on consumer participation, especially in the 
online context where such elicitations are rampant.  

The tendency for people to follow default suggestions may relate to 
the subjective importance of, or the exposure to, the associated task. 
Connolly et al. suggest that prior outcomes could influence the 
actions performed by a person [3]. Specifically, they posit that 
negative prior outcomes may induce a tendency of people to act and 
convert an action into a “normal” state (cf. abnormal, as originally 
posited by the norm theory). When the prior outcome is negative, 
people may regret more if they do not take actions to prevent further 
losses should the same negative outcome reappears.2  In contrast, if 
they did act to prevent the potential losses, even if their actions were 
not effective, the regret or affective feeling may be less significant. 

In the online context, negative prior outcomes are often publicized 
by press reports that highlight the misuse of customer data and the 
escalation of spam. People who are generally more concerned about 
privacy may tend to associate negative outcomes with participation 
in online activities. It is more likely for privacy-concerned 
consumers to study the offered options carefully, and they do not 
necessarily regard the default option as the “norm”. 

Similarly, Wilson et al. posit that the salience of anchoring may 
depend on the prior knowledge of the decision maker [30]. If a 
person is more certain about the implications of performing an 
action, the anchoring effect that is induced by a default option may 
be weaker [2]. Intuitively, if a person were apprehensive about the 
outcomes of an action (e.g., to opt in or opt out of online activities), 
then it is more likely for her to spend the time/cost to study the 
options carefully. It is also less likely for her to be biased by default 
suggestions. Hence, we hypothesize the following moderating 
effect: 

H4: The higher the privacy concern, the smaller the difference 
between the level of participation in online activities induced by the 
checked-default mechanism and the unchecked-default mechanism 
(for both choice- and rejection- frames). 

The intensity of privacy concern may additionally mitigate the 
impact of attribute framing effects. Previous studies have revealed 
that topics entailing issues of strongly held attitudes or personal 
involvement are less vulnerable to the effects of attribute framing. 
Marteau discovered no framing effects across a wide variety of 
problems pertaining to decisions on abortion [21]. Also, Levin, 
Schnittjer and Thee found no disparity between one’s indications of 
the possibility of being a cheater himself/herself but detected a 
difference in the conditions when the subjects were requested to rate 
the general incidence of cheating [19]. In a similar vein, attribute 
framing effects are consistently absent when subjects were 
estimating their own performance by employing the diverse frames 
of “percentage correct” vis-à-vis “percentage wrong”, but 
significantly salient when approximating performance of others 
[e.g. 27].  

Since the issue in the research question pertains to the forays of 
possible unwanted intrusions into one’s private space, it is 

                                                 
2 They might then ask themselves: “why didn’t I do something to 
prevent this?” 

256

D

A
B
C

Quiz #3
Which version leads to more newsletter subscriptions? 

Opt-in or opt-out? Negative or positive framing?

0%

25%
37%
53%



Why is this happening?

Transparency paradox (Nissenbaum, 2011): 
Privacy notices that are sufficiently detailed to have an impact 
are often too long for people to read 

Control paradox (Compaño and Lusoli, 2010): 
While users claim to want full control over their data, they avoid 
the hassle of actually exploiting this control 



Privacy Nudging 
An alternative solution  

(that also doesn’t really work)



We can influence people!
Justification nudge 

A succinct reason to disclose (or not disclose) information 

Order nudge 
Change request order to increase disclosure (foot-in-the-door, 
door-in-the-face) 

Default/framing nudge 
Set the default and/or framing in such a way that it increases or 
decreases disclosure



Nudge 1: justification
Mobile app recommender 

Asks 31 questions  
(12 context, 19 
demographics) 

Gives recommendations 
based on users’ answers 

Users are allowed to 
withhold information



Nudge 1: justification
How useful is this for 
me? 

How many others are 
disclosing this? 

How useful was it for 
them? 

What are you gonna do 
with it?



Nudge 2: Request order

G E N D E R ,  E T C .

Context data first Demographical data first 

L O C A T I O N ,  
E T C .

L O C A T I O N ,  
E T C .

G E N D E R ,  E T C .



Asked first = more disclosure
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Justifications don’t work
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Knijnenburg & Kobsa (2013) “Making Decisions About Privacy”



Nudge 3: Defaults/framing

Data: 14,729 household IoT-related scenarios + 
decisions from 1133 participants 

Manipulate scenarios along 5 dimensions 
Example scenario: “Your smart TV (Who) uses a camera 
(What) to give you timely alerts (Purpose), the data is stored 
locally (Storage) and used to optimize the service (Action).”



Nudge 3: Defaults/framing

Behavior: Allow/reject decision (see next slide) 

Attitudes: 
How expected/unexpected is this scenario? 

How risky or safe is this scenario? 

How useful/useless is this scenario to you? 

How comfortable/uncomfortable do you feel about this scenario? 

How appropriate/inappropriate do you consider this situation?



Nudge 3: Defaults/framing
Framing: 

None: What would you do with this feature? (enable/disable) 

Pos: Would you enable this feature? (yes/no) 

Neg: Would you disable this feature? (no/yes) 

Default option: 
None: ◯ enable  ◯ disable 

Pos:  ◉ enable  ◯ disable 

None: ◯ enable  ◉ disable



Disclosure can be influenced

Defaults influence disclosure! 
Negative default: 1.37 times less likely to enable(p = .006) 

Positive default: 2.57 times more likely to enable (p < .001) 

Framing too (but less) 
Negative framing: 1.31 times more likely to enable (p = .0205) 

No significant decrease for positive framing



Decision process deteriorates
However, they also make 
people’s decisions less nuanced! 

Defaults reduce the effect of 
attitudes on disclosure 

Framing also (kind of) 
Negative framing reduces the effect of 
attitudes 

Positive framing: certain attitudes have a 
stronger effect, others have a weaker 
effect

Table 1: E↵ect of defaults and framing on decision
Model �2 df p-value
decision ⇠ (1|sid)
+Default 82.87 2 < .0001
+Framing 7.82 2 .0199
Interactions
+Default:Framing 2.62 4 .6225
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Figure 1: E↵ect of attitudes on decision in each de-
fault/framing condition

ized linear mixed e↵ects regression with a logit link function
(to account for the binary outcome variable) and a random
intercept (to account for multiple scenarios per participant).

Although defaults and framing were manipulated between-
subjects, they still had a significant e↵ect on participants’
decisions. Compared to no default, participants in the neg-
ative default condition were 1.37 times less likely to enable
the functionality described in the scenario (p = .006), while
participants in the positive default condition were 2.57 times
more likely to enable the scenario (p < .001). Compared to
positive framing, participants in the negative framing condi-
tion were 1.31 times more likely to enable the functionality
described in the scenario (p = .0205). Defaults and framing
did not have an interaction e↵ect on decision (p = .623).

3.2 Moderating and Mediating Effects
We subsequently tested the moderating e↵ect of defaults and
framing on the e↵ect of participants’ attitudes on their be-
havior. Table 2 shows significant interaction e↵ects between
defaults/framing and all five attitudes. Figure 1 shows the
size of the e↵ect of each attitude (in logits) on participants’
decision in each default and framing condition.

All attitudes have a stronger e↵ect on decision in the ‘no
default’ condition than in the positive and negative default
conditions (Figure 1, left). Response curves for attitudes by
default condition are shown in Figure 4 in the appendix.

In the various framing conditions, the attitudes have a sub-
stantially di↵erent relative e↵ect. All attitudes have a weaker
e↵ect in the negative framing condition than in the positive
and neutral framing conditions. On the other hand, expect-
edness, usefulness, and to some extent appropriateness have
a relatively stronger e↵ect on participants’ decision in the
positive framing condition than in the neutral framing con-
dition (Figure 1, right). Response curves for attitudes by
framing condition are shown in Figure 5 in the appendix.

Note that we do not find any direct e↵ects of defaults and

Table 2: Interaction e↵ects between de-
faults/framing and attitudes

Model �2 df p-value
decision ⇠ (1|sid) +Attitudes
+Default 209.28 2 < .0001
+Framing 5.44 2 .0658
Interactions-Defaults
Default:Appropriateness 26.50 2 < .0001
Default:Risk 16.47 2 .0002
Default:Comfort 26.43 2 < .0001
Default:Expected 11.32 2 0.003
Default:Usefulness 19.88 2 < .0001
Interactions-Framing
Framing:Appropriateness 45.79 2 < .0001
Framing:Risk 37.39 2 < .0001
Framing:Comfort 50.78 2 < .0001
Framing:Expected 51.51 2 < .0001
Framing:Usefulness 83.23 2 < .0001

framing on attitudes (all ps > .25), thereby ruling out the
possibility that participants’ attitudes mediate the e↵ects of
defaults and framing on their decision.

4. MACHINE LEARNING
The previous section shows how defaults and framing can
influence users’ decision-making process. In this section we
will analyze the e↵ect this has on the quality of their decision
outcome by modeling the e↵ect using a J48 decision tree.

4.1 A Separate Model for Each Default
In our preliminary experiment, we divide our dataset across
default conditions, and model the enable/disable decision in
each group with the five scenario parameters as predictors.
We manipulate the degree of model pruning for each condi-
tion using J48’s Confidence Factor (CF): Lowering the CF
will incur more pruning. Since users make less cognitively-
motivated decisions in the default conditions, our expecta-
tion is that the positive and negative default conditions can
be modeled with simple trees, while the ‘no default’ condi-
tion is best modeled with a more complex tree.

Table 3 in the appendix shows an overview of the results.
Compared to the neutral default group, the positive default
and negative default groups both have less complexity but
similar accuracy at each CF level. This e↵ect is most promi-
nent for the positive default condition, which has a tree with
only 4 nodes, regardless of the amount of trimming that is
applied. For framing we do not find such substantial di↵er-
ences in model complexity between conditions.

4.2 Integrating Defaults into the Model
We subsequently run the algorithm on the entire dataset,
adding the default manipulation as an additional parame-
ters. The decision tree for CF values 0.01-0.16 is shown in
Figure 2. The ‘storage’ parameter has the most significant
e↵ect on users’ decision: it predicts disable for scenarios
where data is stored on a remote server and shared with
third party, and enable for scenarios where data is stored
locally. For scenarios where data is stored remotely with-
out sharing, the setting depends on the default condition:
for users in the positive and negative default conditions the
model predicts enable and disable, respectively. For the neu-

2
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4.2.2 Justifications as a Moderator of Default Effects 

To investigate the effect that justifications and valences had on default-induced compliance, we ran a similar 
factorial model with defaults, justification type, and valence. Table 4 shows the outcome of this analysis, 
and Figure 7 depicts the results.  

Table 4. The Outcomes of the Multilevel Logistic Regression with Random Intercept Testing the Effect of 
Defaults and Justifications on Participants’ Tagging Rate 

 Odds ratio p value 
Intercept 0.550  
Justification type (vs. none)   

 Normative 0.779 .177 

 Rationale based 0.706 .067 

Justification type x valence   

 Normative 1.446 .055 

 Rationale based 1.202 .376 

Default (tag vs. do not tag) 1.162 .635 

Justification type x default   

 Normative 2.119 .043 

 Rationale based 2.780 .007 

Default x justification type x valence   

 Normative 0.983 .967 

 Rationale based 0.789 .571 

Note: n = 1084, intercept = overall odds; p-value denotes two-tailed significance 

 

 

Figure 7. A Plot of the Tagging Rates Split by Default and Justification (Type and Valence) 
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Combining them?

Adding justifications to 
defaults and framing 
exacerbates their effect! 

In other words: justifications 
make people elaborate even 
less

Transactions on Human-Computer Interaction 80  
 

Volume 12   Issue 2  
 

Finally, we debriefed participants about the experiment’s purpose and that the auto-tagger had not in fact 
tagged any of their photos. Figure 4 summarizes the experimental setup. 

 
Figure 2. The “Training” Phase  

 

 
Figure 3. An Example Experimental Condition (Accept by Default, Positive Framing, Negative Rationale-

based Justification) in the “Decision” Phase  



Nudging does not work!

Conclusion: Nudges have unwanted side-effects 
People are either annoyed by them… 

…or they influence the decision process in unwanted ways. 

Also, how should we nudge people? 
Towards more privacy? 

Towards more benefits? 

The answer depends on the person and the context!



Design for elaboration 
Making people think about privacy.



Dual-route processing

Kahneman (2013) “Thinking, fast and slow” 
If we want lasting change, we must improve motivation and 
self-efficacy



Design for elaboration
Modern browsers offer an 
auto-completion feature 
that reduces the effort of 
filling out web forms 

These tools may cause 
users to complete more 
fields than they intended 

They make it so easy to 
submit a fully completed 
form that users may skip 
weighing benefits and risk

Bart



Study Procedures

543 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants first 
entered a wide range of info into an auto-
completion tool: 

Create a Profile
Please create your profile by entering your information below.
Note that FormFiller will store the information locally on your device, and only for the duration of
this study. We will never submit any forms automatically or disclose this information to others
without your active involvement.

About you:

First name: Last name:

Gender:

Age:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

E-mail:

Phone:

Tastes and Preferences:

Favorite movie:

Favorite band/artist:

Favorite food:

Favorite weekend
pastime:

Last holiday location:

Political views:

Work and education:

Current/previous job: Sector:

Employment status:

progress:  (part 1/3) Continue

Work experience (yrs):

Income level:

Highest completed
degree:

Computer skills

Health and lifestyle:

Overall health:

Dietary restrictions:

Number of doctor visits
last month:

Weight (lbs):

Birth control usage
(you or your partner):

Medical conditions:
Diabetes Hypertension
Respiratory (COPD etc.) High cholesterol
Overweight Heart problems / chest pain
Obesity Digestive problems
Seasonal allergies Back / neck problems
Frequent headaches Arthritis / rheumatism
Cancer None that are mentioned



Study Procedures

543 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants first 
entered a wide range of info into an auto-
completion tool: 

Create a Profile
Please create your profile by entering your information below.
Note that FormFiller will store the information locally on your device, and only for the duration of
this study. We will never submit any forms automatically or disclose this information to others
without your active involvement.

About you:

First name: Last name:

Gender:

Age:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

E-mail:

Phone:

Tastes and Preferences:

Favorite movie:

Favorite band/artist:

Favorite food:

Favorite weekend
pastime:

Last holiday location:

Political views:

Work and education:

Current/previous job: Sector:

Employment status:

progress:  (part 1/3) Continue

Work experience (yrs):

Income level:

Highest completed
degree:

Computer skills

Health and lifestyle:

Overall health:

Dietary restrictions:

Number of doctor visits
last month:

Weight (lbs):

Birth control usage
(you or your partner):

Medical conditions:
Diabetes Hypertension
Respiratory (COPD etc.) High cholesterol
Overweight Heart problems / chest pain
Obesity Digestive problems
Seasonal allergies Back / neck problems
Frequent headaches Arthritis / rheumatism
Cancer None that are mentioned



Study Procedures

543 Amazon Mechanical Turk participants first 
entered a wide range of info into an auto-
completion tool: 

Create a Profile
Please create your profile by entering your information below.
Note that FormFiller will store the information locally on your device, and only for the duration of
this study. We will never submit any forms automatically or disclose this information to others
without your active involvement.

About you:

First name: Last name:

Gender:

Age:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

E-mail:

Phone:

Tastes and Preferences:

Favorite movie:

Favorite band/artist:

Favorite food:

Favorite weekend
pastime:

Last holiday location:

Political views:

Work and education:

Current/previous job: Sector:

Employment status:

progress:  (part 1/3) Continue

Work experience (yrs):

Income level:

Highest completed
degree:

Computer skills

Health and lifestyle:

Overall health:

Dietary restrictions:

Number of doctor visits
last month:

Weight (lbs):

Birth control usage
(you or your partner):

Medical conditions:
Diabetes Hypertension
Respiratory (COPD etc.) High cholesterol
Overweight Heart problems / chest pain
Obesity Digestive problems
Seasonal allergies Back / neck problems
Frequent headaches Arthritis / rheumatism
Cancer None that are mentioned



Study Procedures

Please tell us more about yourself
BlogHeroes  will  assign  a  "guild"  to  you  based  on  the  information  you  provide  below.  Note  that  none
of  the  fields  are  required,  but  our  classification  will  be  better  if  you  provide  more  information.

General  info  about  me
Please  provide  some  background  info  to  get  our  matching  process  started.

Name  (first): John (last): Smith

E-mail  address: john@smith.com

Gender: Male

Age  (years): 23

Address: 123 Main St.
City: New York State: NY Zip: 12345

What  I  do  for  a  living
Some  guilds  write  about  their  jobs.  Tell  us  more  about  yours,  and  we  can  provide  a  better  match.

Employment  status: Employed for wages

Experience  (years): 5

Current/previous  job: Researcher Sector: Education / training / library

Income  level: between $50K and $100K/year

Education: Doctoral

My  health
Some  guilds  write  about  their  health.  Providing  us  with  some  info  will  help  us  match  them  to  you.

Physical  health: About average

Dietary  restrictions: allergic to nuts

Birth  control  usage: None

> For employers

> For investors

> Contact

> About us

 

Please  enter  your  information
I WRK will find jobs based on the information you enter on this form.
None of the items on the form are required, but if you provide more
information the jobs will be a better match.

GENERAL AND CONTACT INFO

General and contact information

FIRST NAME

John
LAST NAME

Smith clear

AGE

23 clear

GENDER

Male clear

E-MAIL ADDRESS

john@smith.com clear

ADDRESS

123 Main St.
CITY

New York
STATE

NY
ZIP

12345 clear

WORK EXPERIENCE

Please tell us about your education and work experience, so that we
can find a suitable job for you.

HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED

Doctoral clear

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Employed for wages clear

CURRENT/PREVIOUS JOB

Researcher
SECTOR

Education, library, or training clear

EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS)
5 clear

Enter your details, please

Your personal Codacare health insurance policy will be based on the
information you provide. Please note that none of the items are
required, but the insurance will be better tailored to your needs if you
provide more information.

General information

Please provide your general information.

Name (first): (last):
fill

Address:

fillCity: State: Zip:

Gender:
fill

Age:
fill

E-‐mail:
fill

Health

Please answer the following questions about your health. This is important to find the
correct care package.

Birth control usage:
fill

Weight (lbs):
fill

Create a Profile
Please create your profile by entering your information below.
Note that FormFiller will store the information locally on your device, and only for the duration of
this study. We will never submit any forms automatically or disclose this information to others
without your active involvement.

About you:

First name: Last name:

Gender:

Age:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

E-mail:

Phone:

Tastes and Preferences:

Favorite movie:

Favorite band/artist:

Favorite food:

Favorite weekend
pastime:

Last holiday location:

Political views:

Work and education:

Current/previous job: Sector:

Employment status:

progress:  (part 1/3) Continue

Work experience (yrs):

Income level:

Highest completed
degree:

Computer skills

Health and lifestyle:

Overall health:

Dietary restrictions:

Number of doctor visits
last month:

Weight (lbs):

Birth control usage
(you or your partner):

Medical conditions:
Diabetes Hypertension
Respiratory (COPD etc.) High cholesterol
Overweight Heart problems / chest pain
Obesity Digestive problems
Seasonal allergies Back / neck problems
Frequent headaches Arthritis / rheumatism
Cancer None that are mentioned



Study Procedures
Each site corresponds to a particular type of info:  

blogging community ⋍ personal interest items 

job search website ⋍ job skills items 

health insurer ⋍ health record items

Please tell us more about yourself
BlogHeroes  will  assign  a  "guild"  to  you  based  on  the  information  you  provide  below.  Note  that  none
of  the  fields  are  required,  but  our  classification  will  be  better  if  you  provide  more  information.

General  info  about  me
Please  provide  some  background  info  to  get  our  matching  process  started.

Name  (first): John (last): Smith

E-mail  address: john@smith.com

Gender: Male

Age  (years): 23

Address: 123 Main St.
City: New York State: NY Zip: 12345

What  I  do  for  a  living
Some  guilds  write  about  their  jobs.  Tell  us  more  about  yours,  and  we  can  provide  a  better  match.

Employment  status: Employed for wages

Experience  (years): 5

Current/previous  job: Researcher Sector: Education / training / library

Income  level: between $50K and $100K/year

Education: Doctoral

My  health
Some  guilds  write  about  their  health.  Providing  us  with  some  info  will  help  us  match  them  to  you.

Physical  health: About average

Dietary  restrictions: allergic to nuts

Birth  control  usage: None

> For employers

> For investors

> Contact

> About us

 

Please  enter  your  information
I WRK will find jobs based on the information you enter on this form.
None of the items on the form are required, but if you provide more
information the jobs will be a better match.

GENERAL AND CONTACT INFO

General and contact information

FIRST NAME

John
LAST NAME

Smith clear

AGE

23 clear

GENDER

Male clear

E-MAIL ADDRESS

john@smith.com clear

ADDRESS

123 Main St.
CITY

New York
STATE

NY
ZIP

12345 clear

WORK EXPERIENCE

Please tell us about your education and work experience, so that we
can find a suitable job for you.

HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED

Doctoral clear

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Employed for wages clear

CURRENT/PREVIOUS JOB

Researcher
SECTOR

Education, library, or training clear

EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS)
5 clear

Enter your details, please

Your personal Codacare health insurance policy will be based on the
information you provide. Please note that none of the items are
required, but the insurance will be better tailored to your needs if you
provide more information.

General information

Please provide your general information.

Name (first): (last):
fill

Address:

fillCity: State: Zip:

Gender:
fill

Age:
fill

E-‐mail:
fill

Health

Please answer the following questions about your health. This is important to find the
correct care package.

Birth control usage:
fill

Weight (lbs):
fill

They requested all the info, not just the relevant stuff!



Research outline
We introduce two new 
efficacy-increasing designs 

We compare three tools: 
— Auto FormFiller: auto-fills 

fields, users can remove 
manually 

— Remove FormFiller: click to 
remove each field 

— Add FormFiller: click to fill 
each field

Please tell us more about yourself
BlogHeroes  will  assign  a  "guild"  to  you  based  on  the  information  you  provide  below.  Note  that  none
of  the  fields  are  required,  but  our  classification  will  be  better  if  you  provide  more  information.

General  info  about  me
Please  provide  some  background  info  to  get  our  matching  process  started.

Name  (first): John (last): Smith

E-mail  address: john@smith.com

Gender: Male

Age  (years): 23

Address: 123 Main St.
City: New York State: NY Zip: 12345

What  I  do  for  a  living
Some  guilds  write  about  their  jobs.  Tell  us  more  about  yours,  and  we  can  provide  a  better  match.

Employment  status: Employed for wages

Experience  (years): 5

Current/previous  job: Researcher Sector: Education / training / library

Income  level: between $50K and $100K/year

Education: Doctoral

My  health
Some  guilds  write  about  their  health.  Providing  us  with  some  info  will  help  us  match  them  to  you.

Physical  health: About average

Dietary  restrictions: allergic to nuts

Birth  control  usage: None

> For employers

> For investors

> Contact

> About us

 

Please  enter  your  information
I WRK will find jobs based on the information you enter on this form.
None of the items on the form are required, but if you provide more
information the jobs will be a better match.

GENERAL AND CONTACT INFO

General and contact information

FIRST NAME

John
LAST NAME

Smith clear

AGE

23 clear

GENDER

Male clear

E-MAIL ADDRESS

john@smith.com clear

ADDRESS

123 Main St.
CITY

New York
STATE

NY
ZIP

12345 clear

WORK EXPERIENCE

Please tell us about your education and work experience, so that we
can find a suitable job for you.

HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED

Doctoral clear

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Employed for wages clear

CURRENT/PREVIOUS JOB

Researcher
SECTOR

Education, library, or training clear

EXPERIENCE (IN YEARS)
5 clear

Enter your details, please

Your personal Codacare health insurance policy will be based on the
information you provide. Please note that none of the items are
required, but the insurance will be better tailored to your needs if you
provide more information.

General information

Please provide your general information.

Name (first): (last):
fill

Address:

fillCity: State: Zip:

Gender:
fill

Age:
fill

E-‐mail:
fill

Health

Please answer the following questions about your health. This is important to find the
correct care package.

Birth control usage:
fill

Weight (lbs):
fill



Design for elaboration
Disclosure was not purpose-specific for users of the Auto FormFiller 

Disclosure was purpose-specific for users of the Remove and Add 
FormFillers. 

Knijnenburg et al. (2013) “Counteracting the Negative Effect of Form  
Auto-completion on the Privacy Calculus”
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Privacy decisions are too hard!

Problem: Most systems are much too complex 
Privacy policies are increasing in length 

Facebook’s privacy controls are “Labyrinthian” 

It’s easy to fall back on heuristic decision-making 
practices 

Which makes us fall prey to external influences such as defaults 
and framing





The Two UX Gulfs  
(Hutchins, Hollan & Norman 1986) 

Users have difficulties translating their  
goals (desired privacy) into actions (settings).



User-Tailored Privacy 
Privacy recommendations: Figure out what  

people want, then help them do that.



User-Tailored Privacy

Measure

User	Privacy	Model

Adapt

User	characteris2cs

User	behaviors

Defaults

Recommenda2ons

Jus2fica2ons

Model

Data User

Recipient Other	
factors

Organiza2onal	constraints	and	prac2ces

Knijnenburg et al. (2022) “User-Tailored Privacy”



Use case:

Facebook privacy management practices 
32 individual privacy behaviors that Facebook users 
could perform using the native Facebook interface



Wisniewski et al. (2017) “Making Privacy Personal” 
see www.usabart.nl/chart

Create privacy profiles

Limiting Access Control

Restricting ChatBlock Apps/Events

Block People Altering News Feed

Friend List Mgmt

Withholding Basic Info

Timeline/Wall Moderation

Reputation Mgmt

Withholding Contact Info

Selective Sharing

Privacy Maximizers Selective Sharers Privacy Balancers Time Savers/Consumers Self-Censors Privacy Minimalists



Wilkinson et al. (2017) “User-Tailored Privacy by Design”

Adapt the interface

More prominent 
audience selection 
(selective sharers)

More prominent 
timeline moderation 

(time savers)



Namara et al. (2018) “The Potential for User-Tailored Privacy on Facebook” 

Namara et al. (2022) “The Effectiveness of Adaptation Methods in Improving User  
Engagement and Privacy Protection on Social Network Sites”

Give recommendations

Audience suggestion 
(selective sharers)

Automatically turn 
off chat  

(time savers)



Other adaptations
Adapt the nudge 

Adapt the available options 

Adapt the order of requests 

Knijnenburg and Kobsa (2013) 
“Helping users with 

information disclosure 
decisions: potential for 

adaptation”



Other adaptations
Adapt the nudge 

Adapt the available options 

Adapt the order of requests 

Knijnenburg and Jin (2013)  
“The persuasive effect of privacy 
recommendations for location 

sharing services”



Other adaptations
Adapt the nudge 

Adapt the available options 

Adapt the order of requests 

Knijnenburg (2015) “A user-
tailored approach to privacy 

decision support”
Trade-off

Useful-
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Sensi-
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Tendency
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IoT privacy 
An example of user-tailored privacy to inspire 

interface design and smart profiles.



Use case:
2,800 public IoT-related scenarios + decisions from 

200 participants 

Manipulate scenarios along 5 dimensions 
Example: “A device of a friend (who) records your 
video to detect your presence (what). This happens 

continuously (when), while you are at someone 
else’s place (where), for your safety (why).” 

Choice to allow or reject this scenario



Results
Let’s say we create a layered settings interface 

What parameter should be at the top? 
What has the most influence on the user’s decision? 

Regression modeling to determine parameter order 
Result: who > what > why > when > where 

Bahirat et al. (2018) “A data-driven approach to developing 
IoT privacy-setting interfaces”



IoT Settings

Unknown devices

Government devices

My employer's devices

Devices of nearby businesses

Colleagues' devices

Friends' devices

My own devices

Which devices may collect your personal information?

more

more

more

more

more

more

more

9:00 AM 100% ������ 

Friends’ devices

identity

(other)

presence

mood

gender

age

What type of data may your friends’ devices collect?

more

more

more

more

more

more

9:00 AM 100% ������ 

Voice, to determine my…

identity

gender

age more

more

more

Photos, to determine my…

Settings Voice - age

never

once

continuously

For what purpose may your friends’ devices record your voice 
to determine your age?

9:00 AM 100% ������ 

Safety

Friends

never

once

continuously

Health

never

once

Convenience

ProfilesDefault profiles
Please select a profile

(you can change individual settings on the next screen)

9:00 AM 100% ������ 

Limited collection
This profile allows the collection of: 
⁃ any data by the your own devices, your friends’ devices, 

your employer/school’s devices, and devices of nearby 
businesses

⁃ any data by your colleagues’ devices, but only for certain 
reasons

learn more…

No collection
This profile prevents the collection of any data

learn more…

next

Limited collection, personal devices only
This profile allows the collection of: 
⁃ certain types of data by the your own devices

learn more…



Results
What about the default setting? 

Everything on by default: 28% correct 
Everything off by default: 72% correct 

What if we make our best guess? 
Predict based on who, what, where, when, why: 

75% correct 

5/29/2017 localhost:63342/d3_paper/index.html?_ijt=ca80k1g3211vr31sjmg5cihfii

http://localhost:63342/d3_paper/index.html?_ijt=ca80k1g3211vr31sjmg5cihfii 1/1

WHO

Unknown: NO

Colleague: NO

Friend: NO

Own device: WHAT

Business: NO

Employer: NO

Government: NO



Results

Divide participants based on overall attitudes? 
Two profiles: Correct 77% of the time! 

9/19/2017 localhost:63342/d3_paper/index.html?_ijt=1v9fekoi78r3ngd2b0ldg171ne

http://localhost:63342/d3_paper/index.html?_ijt=1v9fekoi78r3ngd2b0ldg171ne 1/1

CLUSTER

Cluster 0 (89 users):

Cluster 1 (111 users):

WHO

NO

Unknown: NO

Colleague: NO

Friend: WHAT

Own device: YES

Business: NO

Employer: WHAT

Government: NO



Results
What if we divide participants on the fly? 

Three profiles: Correct 82% of the time! 
5/30/2017 localhost:63342/d3_paper/index.html?_ijt=aqakdfb7kso4nabl9rsblaap7t

http://localhost:63342/d3_paper/index.html?_ijt=aqakdfb7kso4nabl9rsblaap7t 1/2

CLUSTER

Cluster 0 (74 users):

Cluster 1 (77 users):

Cluster 2 (49 users):

NO

WHO

WHO

Unknown: NO
Colleague: NO
Friend: NO

Own device: WHAT
Business: NO
Employer: NO
Government: NO

Unknown: NO
Colleague: REASON

Friend: YES
Own device: YES
Business: YES
Employer: YES
Government: NO

PhoneID: YES
PhoneID>identity: YES
Location: PERSISTENCE
Location>presence: YES
Voice: NO
Voice>gender: YES
Voice>age : YES
Voice>identity: YES
Voice>presence: YES
Voice>mood: YES
Photo: YES
Photo>gender: WHERE
Photo>age: NO
Photo>identity: YES
Photo>presence: NO
Photo>mood: NO
Video: NO
Video>gender: NO
Video>age: YES
Video>presence: NO
Video>mood: YES
Video>looking at: PERSISTENCE
Gaze: PERSISTENCE
Gaze>looking at: YES

Safety purposes: YES
Commercial purposes: NO
Socialrelated purposes: YES
Your Convenience: YES
Healthrelated purposes: WHERE
None: NO



IoT Settings

Unknown devices

Government devices

My employer's devices

Devices of nearby businesses

Colleagues' devices

Friends' devices

My own devices

Which devices may collect your personal information?

more

more

more

more

more

more

more

9:00 AM 100% ������ 

Friends’ devices

identity

(other)

presence

mood

gender

age

What type of data may your friends’ devices collect?

more

more

more

more

more

more

9:00 AM 100% ������ 

Voice, to determine my…

identity

gender

age more

more

more

Photos, to determine my…

Settings Voice - age

never

once

continuously

For what purpose may your friends’ devices record your voice 
to determine your age?

9:00 AM 100% ������ 

Safety

Friends

never

once

continuously

Health

never

once

Convenience

ProfilesDefault profiles
Please select a profile

(you can change individual settings on the next screen)

9:00 AM 100% ������ 

Limited collection
This profile allows the collection of: 
⁃ any data by the your own devices, your friends’ devices, 

your employer/school’s devices, and devices of nearby 
businesses

⁃ any data by your colleagues’ devices, but only for certain 
reasons

learn more…

No collection
This profile prevents the collection of any data

learn more…

next

Limited collection, personal devices only
This profile allows the collection of: 
⁃ certain types of data by the your own devices

learn more…

Step 1: choose a 
profile

Step 2: adjust the 
default settings



Conclusion 
Next steps in usable privacy research.



My contribution
I argued that privacy scholars need to move beyond the “one-
size-fits-all” approach to privacy 

I presented the idea of “design for elaboration”, which: 
Aims to increase motivation and self-efficacy, thereby encouraging people to 
think slow 

Nudges people to take control of their own privacy 

I presented the idea of “user-tailored privacy”, which: 
Provides realistic empowerment by relieving some of the burden of controlling 
privacy, while at the same time respecting each individual’s preferences 

Refrains from making moral judgments about what the “right” level of privacy 
should be



Knijnenburg et al. (2017) “Death to the Privacy Calculus”

Future research questions

CONTEXT

RISK BENEFIT

TRADEOFF

IM-
PLE-
MEN-
TATION

How much is needed?

Subjective or objective measures?

Compensatory or not?

Passive or 
proactive?


